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I have for a coixsiderable part of the twenty 
two years that the Earth has been inflicted, with 
my presence, cultivated, a blase attitude.

Confronted, with the news that aSF's sub rate 
was to rise mj features retained, that look of 
faint distain that distinguishes the imperturb
able. Informed that King and Country required 
my estimable services for an indefinite period 
my eyelid remained unblinked. Precipitated un
expectedly (and at the earl,, age of six) into a 
bath of whitewash I kept the face that one requires 
at cards.

Despite the almost inhuman fortitude typified 
bu the incidents described above my eyes popped 
(Close inspectioxx while they were in this position 
convinced me that they bore little resemblance to 
organstops), my mouth dropped open, and my eye
brows rose rapidly to a height which has been 
conservatively judged by reputable observers to be 
no less than five feet eleven and a half inches. 
In those brief moments before I regained my senses 
I experienced the well known feeling said to be 
undergoxxe by ail dying ducks caught in thunderstorms 
I was amazed, dumbfounded, stupified, agape, awe
struck, and flabbergasted. While I do not remember 
what I did during those fateful Minutes witnesses 
of unimpeachable veracity have described my bodily 
state variously: H.G. Wells:"I observed a young 
man staggering along the road, his hair standing 
on end.11 Charles Peace: ”1 saw yer a standing 
first on yer 1eaft and then on yer 'eels and changing 
round so quick I could 'ardly tell which way yer 
was up." Dr. Fu Hanchu: "On close inspection I 
discovered that the unfortunate fellow's breath 
had been taken away by some unscrupulous driminal." 
Sherlock Holmes: "A few simple deductions Hy Dear 
Watson, convinced me that he had beexi 'struck all 
of a hea p' ".



PAGE TTO -xGAIN ’COS I COULDN'T
GET IT ALL Or! THE FIRST SHEET.

AGOG........... cont inued.

Dr. Pharoe Dust: "I an convinced that he was 
petrified.11

...and the news that Drought these catastr
ophic antics to pass? It was contained in the 
latest issue of a fan-zine by the name of QUANDRYL. 
It concerned the Editor of that excellent pub
lication, in facu to be specific it concerned the 
sex of that Editor.

Oh,the absolute fraud of that name.

I must know! Is it Leonora? Or Lena?

Quite unwarrantedly I had always thought that 
Lee Hoffman was nale. Hhy? The reason could x 
probably be contained in that well known, hard 
used phrase "typical male egotism." I just 
nver thought that it could be otherwise. Hy 
apologies.

Permit me to compliment you on the most life
like representation of Lee Jacobs in the act of 
solemn worship before an idol of the GREAT GHOD.

THIS IS A FILLER AS USED BY THE BEST FANZINES.

"ESMERALDA the CLOD" the LUCKY PERSIAN PERI.

Miss K. of nshby-de-la-Zouch says: "I bought 
a Esmeralda the Clod and within three days
I had won the local knobbly knees contest, Please 
send another dozen."

Mr. Charles Peace: "Asterisk off."

Hr. 3.K. of Little Clot: "I have never been without 
a "Esmeralda" since the time my mother-in-law 
drowneo in a saucer, shortly after I had purchased 
my first "Esmeralda." •
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Feelinc that in future it would he hest if 
I could distinguish the sexs by their handwriting 
as ’"ell as the more usual methods, I decided to 
consult that ’.veil known exponent of the art of 
Graphology Dr. Scrawl.

On arrival at the good Doctor's imposing 
residence, situated in exclusive Old Kent Road, 
I was shown into waiting room. After the fourth 
day, while X was reading the January 1694 edition 
of Punch,(having worked ray way hack in strict 
rotation) I was suprised to see the door opened. 
The extremely well bred secretary,5 ho had welcomed me 
with all the warmth of a Siberian winter a scant 
four days previously, informed me in accents 
calculated to make any B.B.C. announcer go green 
with envy that the Doctor was now ahle to see me.

Led by the gelid female I passed out of the 
cramped waiting room into the house proper.
One wall of the room into which I was led was .
formed by an exquisite murual exectuted on era 
interesting surface, which on closer examination 
prooved to be corrugated iron. The murual seemed 
to be a depiction of a Roman orgy and is held 
to be the work of an unknown craftsman employed 
by the War Damage Commission about 1945.

"Wait here," said the frigid,one. "THE DOCTOR 
will see you right away."

An optimistic estimate might nave placed the 
Doctor's height as 4 feet 6inches. A loxxg black 
frock coat which almost entirely concealehihisept 
legs made the resemblance to a slightly overgrown 
blackbeetle complete. TTith an effort I over
came the desire to tread on him.

"Doctor," I said. "How can I tell the difference 
between a letter from a girl and a letter from a 
boy, without reading it."A

Like a shot he replied. "Smell the envelope."

"But," says I. "Supposing she doesn't use scent?"

The Doctor drew himself up. "You have insulted me," 
he jelled. "Get out." I went.
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Dere Sd.it er,

I an riting ts 
that I am agin this busnes

you to let you knoe 
of votes for worsen.

Yore Eumbel Servent

A FEW NOTES ON C11.RLES PEACE.

The origins of Ch.arj.ie Peace are lost in the 
mists of antiquity (my apologies for that cliche). 
It has been suggested that the name was derived 
from that of a notorious murderer of the 
Victorian era, while another theory suggests 
that it is an adult form of the children's Hr. 
Nobody. At any rate the name is well known 
in the R.A.F. and is used to account for any 
supr i s ing o c cur exi c e. For ins tan c e : a . C, Plonk 
Smith: "I can’t find that Spitfire I was polishing." 
Chorus of erks: "Charlie Peace must have taken 
it." or agaihjL Serge ant Harsh: "Where's my whip? 
The hippopotamus hide one." Quavering voice: 
"Charlie Peace must have taken it."

If you have not been properly introduced to 
anyone in the ranks you will most likely be addressed 
as "Charlie." This is popularly suppossed to be 
something in the nature of a propitiatry rite, 
in honour of Mr. Peace.

"This news, which is called true, is so like an 
old tale, that the verity of it is in strong 
suspicion." Shakespeare. .



FALA NIHIL SST CEL3RIUS.

I should, have known. I read Shelby Vick's 
little piece'in the S-F Digest part of the 
combined mag put out by the Atlanta S-F Organ
isation. It said quite definitely Hiss Lee 
Hoffman, and I thought- it was a misprint.

Recently I had a short correspondence with 
Halt Hillis, and I do mean short. .
"Dear Walter,"

Brevity is reputed to have certain attributes. *
Can you use this story? "

and the reply.

"Dear Peter,
Yes.

Thanks."

I should be much obliged if you could recommend 
a means of ridding oneself of a ghost, to be 
exact the Ghost of lirs. Pankhurst, who will insist 
on gibbering in my ear while I type. I have 
tried waving garlic at her,without effect. Bell, 
book and candle have failed utterly. I appeal 
to fandom,surely there is someone among this 
collection of queer people who has had some 
experience in the business exorcision.

• VOTES FOR WOMEN.

VOTES FOR jOIjEN.

VOTES FOR WOMEN.

You see what I mean. Is there an exorcist 
in the house?

QU2NDRY. FANDOM'S LEADING MONTHLY
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